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ASTRONAUTS SPLASH DOWN ON TIME

i

•

Ronnie Woods Is
Inducted Into Army

Seen & Heard Day Apart To
.:. Around 4. Be Observed
MURRAY By Area WSC.S

Perfect Weather Greets Two
As They Complete 4Day Trip

Wreck Victim
Rites Will Be
Held Today

Ronnie
Woods. son
of
Ulls
Wools, Miller Avenue, was the
one indictee for the November
draft cell from Calloway County,
according to Mrs Ciuske Adams,
The funeral for Mrs. Vogel
-Refiections on the Chroateen cerk of Local Board No 10 of
Nerale Boyd) Outland * being
Lae," see be the subject nert the 13eleoteve Service.
J. Ear Hoover, whom we have
hell today at 1:30 p m at the
Tuesday, rice/ember 22. when the
admired for two decades comea up
The yeung man hem been sent
Boats Grove Beptlet Church where
Woman's Society of Chrestian Serto Fort Oampbefl for hes basic
with the following in the monthly
she was a member with Rev Levice of the Parts !entree observes
kepubaceleon of the FBI Bulletin.
tesinew weal the Untied States
roy Vaught and Rev. Billy Turnits annual "Day Apart
Army elm Adams has net reer officiating Burial will be In
Pormerly held during Lent. the
Weave:
ceoved his induction papers.
I iiacerely
the Murray Memorial Ceiniens.
event
hes
been
changed
to
the
every
in
reawaken
That we most
Pa3bearers are Joe Ed Boyd,
Trarikegenng &mean Suntateneotes
Thirty-two regiekrants from the
cetnen a farce devonen to gypservices are biting held in each 'note board end sexty-four trans- Tolman Boyd. Jerry Byerkv, Max
renewy at env and equal image;
of the eight dbteide of the Mem- fers at Murray State University Boyd, Juntor Boyd, and John
phis Conference.
from other boatels were also sent Clatters McNeely
Thai we nab forever rencelnee
Mrs Outbula age 61. an em"Day Apart- for the Mils Dia- cmi Tuarkey. November 8. for
the idiocy that easociates renew
ployee of the Nateonal Stores,
Odd willE be heed at the Flab physical exasnanattona
tawbreakere;
with
heroism
arse
Inc. was kneel Sunday at 1230
MethollIn °numb in Dresden,
Mrs Adams said the draft cell p.m. no on ataximakitie accident
with Mrs. J. H ,Burtete. of Jackbrotleht
be
must
That all creninale
for December 12 for Calloway Just saigh at Berenn on US
9012, Tennessee, as the leader
to the bar of justice fur realistic
Cbunty will be taxi for Apduction 641. Her Mitisrid. TOW, is listed
at 1100 a.m., the
.
22 Mod men for physicals, and
this
1110111111111Mory
condllNon
,(ontinued. On Page Ste)
tI
riBdlnalis at noon with •
66 transfers for phyucals
morzeitg by the Mainej-Celloway
tack lunch
County lelongibil attire he was
The programs MR be repeated
trunnioned Om She Rollino Munhi a "night Aped- for reembers
icipal about nom linnety.
of the Wesleyan Service Onalb of
Also injured in die Oro car acthe district at 7:M pin., also a:
trident was Mins Raw of Benthe Dreedm Chunth
ton who wail angioned to have
Mrs. Burke& le the wile c:
several limenolloine about the face
Dr J R. Burkett, Superintendent
new serv- and stink acandIng to Tenoper
Joe Clareand ADJ2
Diutriot of ..the
Methcelist,
16*hale Ted ing aboard the UBE; Shangri La Ronald We. of the Kentucky
many Quest Day end Dig APRA of the United States Navy He in State Police WhO enaistegated the
to be stetioned off the ccelaion that ccoirred on "Sink
programa Mrs. Bureett hos NU repo:
iean where he Ma been Hole" hill.
offoesi in kcal and Mirk& Wo- mast of
Mrs Outiand is survived by her
for the peat month
The Murray State halyard!, man's floceeties for • number
husband Vogel 01 614 Beale Street;
sfflative debate team af Mike years, inceudIng thet of Seerteary
duty
sea
Pear
to
rent
his
to
mother, Mrs. Nease Dot
Ntms and leike Smith defeated, ef flpirtiusil Lite of the Mempitin
Gedehlit tem einalasest at the Ma- tbaggairo lets. Dab
-Mann Dietrui
*ate •
lb* Mkkile
Navy
'Milton'
near
Base
Memphis,
meters, Mrs John Mdeaser and
Thiele attending are a sked to
reran ettinnative tenni 5idie
Tenn. knee he votunteteed for Mr.. Earl liyerne lour
tiring their fables
Ilreellima
Champlatuielp Round of the Wthe Merry five yeses ago In 1161 Orville, Hamad. Millton, sod ash
The nursery wifl be open
•en Kantaifty Urtaverstty Invitee
He is nuking a career
ard Boyd, four grandchildren
at
Tournament
Debate
aortal
Nary
Grew, Rickey
Marc, and Curt
Boaling Green on Saturday to
Roberta
win the fine place troy of the
Cestriand is married to the forThe Max NI Churchill Funers I
tournament Emory halve:sae won
mer Mane Manning deusituer of
Home has °large of the arrangethe consolation prise Fifteen colMr and Wm Byrd Manning of
mend
leges partiopeted
-- Coidwater, and they have Sao
into die
went
teams
Both
Duns were reportedly taken (ruin daugeters, Kim, age five, mind
elhamplorehip sound wtth perfect the resedence at 3111 North Sixth Tammy. age two They had been
records of Mx wins and no bosses Street last night with the rob- Watt timer husband and father
- Each team had detested ex op- bery berg reported to the Mur- near Mteriphts urrn a rrinnth ego
,pnnerga
Friday efternoon and ray Pence Department at 11:27
The Navy nun attended raicon
The Murray pm Matday
Saturday morning
School aind was empoyed art the
State team heal met lastern KenPenes said the home in rented Murray Howled before eninting
Urea Unevenly: Uneversity of to students at Murray State Und- In the New, He is the son of
flPlioab stentents of Murray Unferrate Me kcal officers are oon- Mrs IMONIO Osieland and the eeling, Solon{ attended • Net(Cenehasell Oei Page 11x)
ducting an investAgatIon of the late Burt Geranci of 500 Bin ball !brain° League meet at
theft of the guns.
Street, Murray.
1111101big Omen, November 12

By EDWARD K. BELONG
United Press International
—
SPACE CENTER. HOLLSIOn
Astronauts James LOVell arid Edwin Buzz Aldrin fired their braking rockets and started a blazing
re-entry into the antic/sphere today
to close out the triumphant Gemini
12 flight and America's two-man
space missions.
Speeding at 17295 miles per hour
over the Pacific. Lovell and Alden
fired four powerful rockets to slow
their ipeed by 219 m. p. h.. eriougii
to drop out of orbit and begin their
36-minute descent.
The aircraft carrier Wasp. a destroyer are) itarcre.ft were wait=
'700 miles east :southeast of Cape
Kennedy, in nearly ideal weather.
Lovell fired the brakIng "retrorockets" at 1:46 p. m. (Effin otter
the astronaut& separated their adapter motion to leave behind the
fuel and water that hod traveled
with them through the four-day
flight.
The spacecraft started zooming
toward the earth. with the Wanthe
with
Mute talking calmly
(pounce
A ber orange and white parachute
popped out on the Gemini 12 spacecraft and the spacecraft floated
down toward the Merntlit.
The retro-fire maneuver was NO
miles north of Caneen island mar
•he mid-Peonic. with a steep chop
sheed to the upper fringes- it Ste
egb,./..iworitt
141119111inere. vb.*
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ginning

MSU Debaters
Win First
Place Trophy

3

Be-

Joe Garland Is On
USS Shangri La

to the .heithen

co

Thirteen In
Job Training
Program Here

or the

Guns Are Taken From
Residence On Monday

University School
Debaters Win At
Forensic Meeting

Norman Klapp Will
Head Area Clerks

1
A

IC3app of Murray
Neiman A
WWI elected ereeprealebent of the
Western Kentucky Dintriet Postal
cwts eyed rriday. Novernber IL
at the Steak Houle iL Mayfeeld
with Local 1412 of the United
Federation of Postal Clerks WW1
member of the Kentucky Feder&non of Postal Clerke as irate
officers •r• Celestes
Other
Beeven. Jr Owensboro, preedent.
and C Z. laird, aleyfileed, See-

Auto Population
In County Is On
The Increase

Special to the Ledger & Times)
'lb. welcome addresses were
The
NEW YORK, Nov 16 given by Mayor H H VandergrIff
arid Postmann- Hairy H Boaz. fanny car has been hawing •
greater effect than usual on the
both of Maribld.
Among the repinteries ateendhet Calloway County econi my during
the het few years
the MI meeting were Merle*
Oar registranons have increased
nattonal
Memphis. Te.n.n
vice-president. AMMO P %Maims& in number se kcal residents with
• Tnellanepelle Ind , national vice- more money available to them
president. Harold Dowd. Maysville, president of Kentucky Federation of Pattie Clerks

WEATHER REPORT
By halted Peva Internatienal
Fair uho atWent Kentucky
• tee-noon, tonight and Wednesday
ettki thda GAMMOOn and a lade
•
warner Wednesday
Heal Leda)?
80-036 Winch easterly 5-10 mike
per hour low tonight 96-44 High
Wednesiey 4111-72 Outlook Thursday — Pertly cloudy and wenn

40

Kentucky Ube: 7 san. 3641,
driven 01; bellow dem 303 3. change
m awing
Barden lake. 3635 down 0.2:
below dem 312.6, down
Sunder 6 36, sunset 4:47.
Moon sels '1:06 pin.

Final Rites For
Mrs. Rule Today
Pima Sites for bra. Nora Mae
Rule of Kirteey Route Two were
heed today at one pm at the Lirm
Funeral Home chapel et Benton
with Bre. Kenneth Hoover and
Bro Jim Cobra officiating Buried was in the Mt Cieve Oemetery
Mrs Bine. age 66. died Sunday
at the Mayfield Hostetal She is
surveyed by her huebana Rufus;
four daughters, Mrs Ruby Humphrey. Mew ern:gene Wiletarns,
Mrs Hilda McKenzie, and Mn.
Maxine Breese'', two inns. Leon
and Gerald Rule, rester. Mee MORS
IlktI/GMIG. four brother*, Will, Cermon. Dan and Cletus Jones. 23
gesndehikken, 11 great grandchildren

ROM Printn, whools rrom Reneger end Tennessee oornpeung
iljerenimately three hundred atto
dents vorted through four gruel:lag rounds of stiff competition
beginning at 8 33 •in and ending
at 4.30 p.m

than in the peek. have gone in
for nes models in e. tog way
At the intne awn. more and
more familia. especially etbo-e that
Include teen-agers, have benorne
two-ow owners

Trophy winners for M UB were
Rebecca Hendon, 3rd in Original
Oratory, Patsy Sanderson. 2nd in
Dramatic Interpretatton. and Kenneth Thomas and Andrea Kemper.
Bid In Duet Acting
Other MacWrite attenling the
assating and doing excellent work
vrere Sheila fitalons. Gayle Rogue, Cathy Luther. Joy Swami,
Jeff Taidoll, Kathy Rayburn, Vicki
Cavite, Betsy May, Chriattne Kodnein. Rath Tensener. Beth Garrison, ellisebeth ()miens. Kenny
Lynn, ?Ake Jeffries. Kan Smith,

The net result is that there are James Oentit.
Larry Suftill, English teacher,
more automobites amund than ever
before In the aggregate. they re- accompanied the students
present a coneiderable expenditure,
from the stardpant of cost se well
mrainteriance
The amount spent in local service Stations alone in the past
year, for ins, OS, repairs and the
(Ceetterteed On Page Six)

Bake Sale, Hobby
Show Held Today
Visa the Hobby Show and Bake
Bale aponsored by the Muer Department of the Murray Woman's
Mb today front noon until 6
o'clock
This annual event features unusual Chrietinsit get Items and debriars hiame-baked goods from
Mrs
kitchens
Robert
Murray
Jnhnson arid Mrs Albert Tracy are
chairmen of the event

Walt Disney Film
Will Be Shown

Two Wok Dbney flans in eying color will be illicewn at the
Mliona-Oellowsty County Litimrr
teneht at seven pm., according
to Mrs Margeret Travenol'', Mb'Siam,.' Holiday" and elhe Alaskan Iniumn" are the Wes of
the fikewi to be Mown at the free
movie time and the public Is
urged to Wend
Mrs Trernatish elso mid the
story hour will be held on Wedmedia November 16, from three
to four pm Dr June Smith's
children* ineratnire clams at Murray Rah. University will be the
story tellers

SCRS DE COMSAT—President Johnson looks real good In
this photo made at the White House while awaiting his
doubleheader throat and abdominal operation. Surgeon. are
pr. J. Vein's Hurst, 48, heart specialist who attended him in
'1953. and (right) Dr. George A. Hallenbeck. 51. Mayo
Clinic specialist who was chief surgeon for President John'
son's gall bladder operation a year ago

16

Sigmas Hold
Regular Meet
Last Night
The Sigma Department of the
Murray W./Tian G club met for its
rescuer ranuthZy meeting last night
at the Club house with approximately 36 members in attendance
Hostesees for the evening were
Mrs Leonard Whitener, Mrs Vizel Planta Mrs Joe Ryan Cooper,
Chad Stewart, Mrs A W
Simmons, ar and :Ars Fred Wells
The Department:, was fortunate
Itniatenued

On

U.S. Jet Cargo Plane
Down In Germany
With Crew Of Three
—
BERLIN POP -- A Pan Anwrican
World Airways 727 jet cargo pane
with three crewmen aboard °mete
ed in Communrat East Cie-many
today white on a flight from
Frankfurt to West Berlin
A Soviet zone control officer In
Beren confirmed the crash but
did net (inclose any details or
the fate of the crew
UB officials mid American dlpi0ontisteed On Page tin)

Saddle Club Will
Ride Next Sunday

Page Six)

The New Providence Sande, Club
will ride Sunday afternoon if the
weather is faverabie.
A spokennan for the club mid
the club wanted to thank everyAlpha
Slone
and
Phi Mu Alpha
one who helped in any way to
Iota, profeasional mueic fraternite make the Haat fehoot a success.
lea at Murree State Untversity. will
-—
present the annud All-Arnerioan
Concert tortght at 7-00 p.m
The concert will be held hi the
Stormiest Union Building Ball Room.
This yeer's conductors are Dan
MoDaniel, a senior from Murray,
Funeral services for Roy Rudand Miss Alice Allen, a huller
olph of Calvert Cry are being
from Bowling Green
The concert is presented each held today at two p.m. at the
year in the with that the public Ffibeck-Cann Funeral Home with
be given greater opportunity to Rev. AMMAR Hunter and Rev John
hear outstanding choral works by Sharey officiating Rural will follow at the Murray Cemetery
America* own composers.
Rudolph, lather of Ivan RudThe Meowing compceere selections will be presented: Presichetti, olph of Murray, died Sunday at
Barber, Bernhard Heiden, WSIisin the Benton Hospital at 'the age
Behurnan, Christiansen, Randall of 80 He is survived by he wife,
Thompson, Mennin, M. Searle three daughters, three sorts, 14
nine great
graricktileiren. and
Wright, Feeler, and Berber
The guerit soprano &eat will grandohlbdren
Serving as pallbearere are Vernbe Mn Vernon &hewn, a faculty menher at MAU No arirree- on Rudolph. Elmer Diewes. Rayben wilt be charged, and the emb- mond Copeland. Robert Lee Mina•
ine Wallace. and Cletiis Dawes.
er* is cordially Invited..

An-American Concert
Will Be Heard Tonight

Funeral For Mrs.
Rudolph Is Today

exterior edited glowing with name
because of air friction
Lovell and Akirm were surmounting problems right through tee
final orbit.
A build-up at pressure in ihe
spaceorsitit's re-entry rocket swain;
caused some worries on the ground
just after Lovell and Aldrin reruns
into the 50th and final otba
The astronauts, on tnetructicen
from the ground, fired the recline
to lower the pressure to an accent
(Continued On Page Six)

Stop Draft
Of Negroes
Suit Asks
— A fedJACKSON, Mies
eral count ant Windily asked got
Miesiesippt draft boards be es:
joined from inducting Nem.
until the state's alleged alinvinge
Sabooteve Service Syetern is deSegregated.
The stet, filed on behalf of
young Negro civil rights worker,
aim scoured the director of the
state draft engem of personally
ineerverang in criminal prosecutions maim& the plehatiff so his
Meant= soda be anceiereted.
The pdon was submitted by
the Leievesnr Committee for Civil
Mertes Under lam on behalf of
John Sumnall, 20. of Quintet&
The net said Burnrall had, been
notated to report for induction
and poked a three-judge federal
panel be convened to hear the
case as soon as possible.
The suit also charged a pnrUon
at the Universal Milltary Training
(('ontemed On Page Six)

Thirteen local citizens are parating in the job training prot
gram that is being ape:wore:1 by
ate Economic Oppottuntty proems& according to Robert E
School, seeing director of the Purchase Area
He was the principal speaker in
the evening program in the First
Christen Church Sunday
This
was the third in a series of four
being
held
the
by
Methollet
Church and the First Christine
the pace of presentation intermitMg between the churches The kat
one will be in the Methodist
Chuneh next nenday evening.
"Poverty
tun
Affluence, the
Clutatian's Dilemma" is the subtea being studied in the program
series
Perfilligalifili else Sundae night
(01111111elled On Page Six)

Local Women Become
Citizens In Ceremony
In Paducah Monday
Mrs Frenorryka Parr and Mrs.
Maureen Olive Geuren of Mumma
became American caisson in natthe
urelineolon
mireinonins in
United -111110011dat Court in
Paducah as INIOMM. nix other
persons abo became
American
atirens in the seine ceremony.
Mra Parr of 1610 West Mein
Street Is a native of Mead and
Mrs. Gem-in of 804 North leen
Street is • native cif England

Health Subject For
Concorfl Parents Club
The New Cortoord Parents Club
will meet Ttemiday. November 17,
at Revert pm, for the regular
monthly meeting.
"Health" will be the subject of
the program to be presented by a
represerraive of the Calloway
Canny Health Department.
Lime Spioreande seventh grade
will Nerve refreehmen tit In the
lunchmorn and mall pa rent,., are
urged to attend.

Mrs. Wrather Will
Speak On Thursday
Mrs Barletta Wrather, area extension agent, wit be the speaker at the meeting at the Home
Department of the Murray Woinane Caub to be held on Thursday. November 17, at two p.m.
. "Color m Rembow and You" will
be the theme of the Program be
Mrs Wracher, according to Mrs.
department
Crawford,
Cheek.
chairman
Hostesses will be Mrs. Bryan
Mm J T. Sammons, Mrs.
David Henry. Mrs Bun Swarm,
Mrs Noel Melugin, and Mrs I A.
Lundquet

IRA To Hold Regular
Meeting, Wednesday
----The local branch of the International Reading Association will
held as regular meeting on Wednesday. November 16, at flour
pm . in the Murray Mate UMSPCOnd floor
versite Reading
of the Education Building
A synopses, "Which approedi to
Rendlog," will be presented by
ORM" Stem Univeraite graduate
41108111101, under the leadenthdp of
Dr. Robert Alsip and Yancey Weak ire
Hoateeses will be Mm. Thelma
Warlord and Miss Eula Mae Oohed y
In addition to the presentation
df • newer • metheste tif teaching
reeding material of all sorts will
be anallable for irepection
Am- tnterested people, whether
tenchere of elementary or high
lichee' level. parents, librarians
and others are more than weiMtn!.
BOARD TO MEET
--The executive board of the
Kirksey Elementary Eichool Parent-Tearher Association will meat
Thundev, November .17, fit ten
am, at the school,

•
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So

the day
before - Melton Day. May the best
tam van.
We have some mkt; and sore
etegats in our community Hope
they 4111 willt soon be better.
AM She ismea are off the trees.
Hope I emn soon have s. Man
yard on I have naked and burned
all afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Burres Waters
visited the Huston Millers Sunday
afternoon. We are always glad to
see them. 'They came bac* this
morning
and Marin u.s some
trump greens and they were very
good.
They are about to get the gas
has. an in and we vial mon hem
gas an Heise/. Hope we the diem.
Mr and Mts. Colman Hart were
Sunday afternoon outliers of the
Millers.
Ewing Otheas spent the weekend adih he mother, Mrs. Rebel
Gibson.
David Wright has been sick with
a mid, but is better
Mr. and Mrs. Wily Raspberry
had visitors from Chicago. III_
over the weekend.
Our sympathy to the ithreder

The Almaknac

Income Tax

H

DrUller

this

K011iAN STATEMENT
Korea MS —
President, Park
that no *I
Chung Hoe add to
more regular Korean combat troops
would be sent to South Viet NOM, 4.
He mid Korean asserveste might
be sent there for duty at U13,
military innallations as non-cotnbalteints.
South Kart* riesedy has about
45,000 combat Maga taphang In
Vlet Rain - the Wipes' MOW
forte except tor the USW list& a
SIXSUL, South

South

Korean

by Crated Press latermasaist
NATIONAL BKPRISEISTATIVES. WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
Mediates Ave., Mainiatut, Ten..; Time & Lae Birlf,, New York, N.Y.; Today a Therein. Nov. 15, the
319th day of 1906 with 46 to folMembansoc Bldg., Detroit, litich.
low.
Littered at the Past Chsce, Murray, Kentucky, far traismareatin as
This ooturnn of questeons sind anThe moon is between its new
Second alms Manor.
on federal tax masses is proswers
quarter,
Sem and ana.
by the local offlos Of the 0.0.
vided
ELTHEICRIPTI011 BATES By Owner la Murray. per weak 311e, me Math
The morning stars are Mars
theirmal Reasous Bereft and fa
t1.10,in Calboway and elSoiumg madam per mar. KW,siumbos SWIM and Jogater
published as a pubta service to
The evening star is Saturn.
-Tbe Outstanding Civic Aral of a Cormaaity is the
taxpayers. The column answers
Breath statasean Wam pas
as Newspsper"
buseity
quesalons most frequent., asked by
was ision an this &se in Me
taxpayers.
ehs,inIIIIIMory
On tha
TuFsnAY
De
NOVEMBER 15, 1066
Q. - am getting married
of
ConfedIn ITII, the Articass
coniber. Will I be shie to file a
eration were adopted by the °onsant return for the entire year?
tanensal Oongrears
deA. - Yes. Martial slams
•
•Lao
In MIS, Zebuion Pike sighted termined as of the last day of the
I Send your name and *dams 1
the motuitain Meth later became year. If you are married by that
tor iiii sionlearente
lNITLD elekaa LaTISKNATIONAL
mane tem tor cams swam
known as slaisaa Sana."
mar
date then yob are consideredisms assmissers lossis
LOS ANGELES - Howard Schwab, lawyer for Eddie Fish145 womannow It, P0oessimelos. Pr I.
Alm In ISM, the fist oassubso ried for the entire year.
a
ail] N. Cantall Aro.. •Noenia. Moons
er, explaining why the singer is suing Faireheta Taylor for
to
published by oaken eintliameadQ. - How long do you bone
divorce:
uates appaered an New Mama, own stock or some other mist to
gomilisapa
the
confused
that
status
of
the
Mexican
di"Eddie feels
On, the
Yale **Literary DM- lardy for a king term rsepata
vorce raises the possibility that it may not, be recognized me
;min?
legally by California and other states."
In 1920, the Anaemia:9 of the
A. - Mort than six month..
Q. — We have Just sok: our house
League of Nelsons met in Geneva
a
is,t
at a profit. Is Mut taxable when
SANTA CRUZ, Calif. - Police Chief Gino Pint, discuss- for the MA anla
A thought ler the day - Amer- at put the money into a larger
ing tie mysterious deaths of a family of five:
aUNDEMILITAIIIZED"-Two U.S. Marines, rifles reed) stand
Punly in the boos of their mother
"The key to the case us cause of death. There was no in- ican atria OEM,Wendell licarnes home?
waist deep in a river near the Demilitarized Zone In South
Genecally. if you purehase
A.
We had a nice surprise flundlia
end
in
sad
stare
is
Math
an
dication of violence The house was secure with all doors lockwithin
Viet
lame
Nam,
another
where
the
monsoon
has
mired down both owlet
afternoon "teen Oathryn
atself, and the only questaon as to and occupy
above
or
to
equal
her mother, and eon, Don. pad
war-cher a is mirth thing, is a year at a price
for your old
us a viola Cathryn was an old
whether you have enough of a." what you received
currentbe
HONG KONG - Chang Pengya, a Red Chinese student
not
home then you will
reerhbar of ours. We were glad to
the
on
made
recently expelled from Russia, to an audience of 15,000:
SPACE FAILURE
a taxed On the profit
see thorn
In the Soviet Union today the nictatorsinp of the proMe_
fitly Rasbeinrs was also a caaer
time
U. within the appropriate
letariat has been replaced by the dictatorship of the bourgeoof the Marra.
period, you buy a new hone at a
isie."
behind Seeder is sick with a
WASH:MOTOR Mee - The Rua91
Cr oatia — Muds
soid Use old
lower price then
slams made an apparently unsue- oath and sore throat.
New Taste
Cense*, — Nursery
'for, all or pert of the gain
one
Wel Taankagraling is just a few
emend awe launch Nov 2 and
WASHINGTON - Supreme Court Justice Hugh Eilack,
Sensation
Arbseareas. Neremitter IS, 1965
as taxed curie:My.
there were indications the amellIte, days off and then Christmas and
speaking for a 5-4 majority which upheld the crespas conMr Charley Robertson. Peggy
A complete daeueson of the subbelieved to be un-m.inned, brake New Years leas hope it brings
viction of 32 Negro students who demonstrated on the jail- Ann Dave. Murray; Miss Diane ject, may be found in IRS Docuwith it many terms and sa for
apart in odes
by KING EDWARD
house grounds in Tallahassee. Fla., in 1i063:
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Michigan State,
Notre Dame To
Clash Saturday

THE

CYCLE
CORNER
Edward R. Collie

Muslim Minister
Converts Big Cat
Williams In 3rd.

This week we will discuss the No. 1 problem we have with
By Ed and Lee Smith
motorcycles in this area. It is also the reason some people
object to motorcycles. The problem is N-O-I-S-E ! !
Hunters from all counties have been very active the past
A few days ago Murray's Police Chief, Brent Manning, and
week. We have news from hunters concerning all types of
recalled later in his dressing room
By ED FITE
Rose Bowl oppearance last SaturBy JOE GERGEN
game, and sketches of stories from numerous others which
myself were discussing motorcycles and when asked what his
whae admitting that although powUPI Sports Writer
day with a 16-0 victory over Minl'Pl Sports Writer
as yet we have been unable to check out. Did you ever attempt
-- Cassins Clay's er puncher Wilhatns did net hurt
HOUSTON
- Notre Dame nesota, remained 11th but tete rest biggest problem with motorcycles was he quickly replied,
NEW YORK
i* contact hunters during their favorite season? Don't try a.ncl Michigan State forrnalbt set of the second 10 was scrambled as NOISE. It seems that a lot of people don't like the sound of a jolting left jabs and r ght crosses lidni he did feel a couple of the
it unless you have unlimited time and an inexhaustable list the stage for next Saturday's straw- Syracuse made Its initial appear- cycle engine without any kind of silencing device. Of course blocdied anri blunted Cleveland Big challenger's lea
of telephone numbers.
some of us don't mind the sound of a cycle revving up with Oat Williams' title challenge Mondown at East Lansing today when ance of the season.
Those were about the only blows
•
•
•
day night in less than three rounds,
The Orangemen, who have swept open pipes, but then one man's delicacy is another's poison.
the two undefeated Idttweet powthe 210% pound Williams landed
Not all motorcycles are responsible for this noise problem but the Muslin minister seemed to on the
Skip Hale, Apartment 4, Orchard Heights, bagged his deer ers weir ranked Pint and second, their last sawn games since dropback-pedaline. circling,
be prouder of his new secret wrap •
shuffling champion, who weighed
Saturday morning, November 12th. He took the eight ,point reepeotively. in the weekly United ping their first two gftmes of the but there, are a few who are hurting motorcycling by not
on, the "All shuffle"
into a tie for 17th
in at 212'. pounds, the second
buck in the Cadiz vicinity in Trigg County. The buck weighed Press International board of coach- season, moved
having acceptable silencing equipment installed on their maRegardless of which weapon was
with Tennessee. which dropped from
the title in
ratings.
es
Remington
a
weapon
was
006
His
dressed.
150 pounds field
chines. Having a muffler on your cycle does not hurt it's per- the most deadly. Clay proved to a heaviest since he wan
kr.cckcut of Sonny
It marked the fifth consecutive 12th after being upset by Mealsformance as most modern cycles have mufflers designed to record indoor fight crowd of 35.- a snan round
week that the Irish and Spartans deal.
Liston Feb. 24. 1964 in !damn Beach
Ole lass made the most of its reduce engine sounds and at the same time produce an ex- 465 last night at 1:08 of the third and defended six times prior to
had ranked 1-2 in the ratings and
effect
which
engine
actually
it's
helps
tractor
to
your
produce
Intensified the belief diet Notre victory', climbing two notches to
Mtiinday night_
Dame and Meaussan State will be 13th behind prolific Houston. Which ma.idinum power. You will gain nothing by altering your mufThe All shuffle, so named in
playing next week for the national crushed Kentucky 56-18 la* week- fler, but the resulting noise will arouse the resentment of your
honor of his Muslim sect name of
neighbors and the general public, thus harming the good imehamPlatrishin TA/ri last Year by the end.
Muhammad All, is wahine more
Colorado Hits Stride
age of our sport.
SPartax18than a quick soft shoe route Clay
Colorado. finishing strongly altar
The Irish. Who rose to the top
Also of great consequence is the fact that altering the
does with his feet.
midway through the season. re- a slow start, was 14th and Wyoming
muffler is quite able to lead to trouble with the law. The public
ceived 26 firet-place votes and 338 shered 15th with giant-killer MClay had said before the fight
and
law
are
to
personnel
enforcement
very
sensitive
motorpotnts frcen the 36-roan UPI board atra Fla., conqueror of Colorado,
the shuffle would confuse Williams
cycle noise. Violations can lead to arrest and fines.
While Michigan State was award- Southern Ca/ and Georgia.
and leave hin open for attack.
ed rive first place nominations and ! There was a deadlock for lath
The police are not out to get cyclists as some of you may
State
Colorado
between
resurgent
316 points.
That precise question remains
think. On the contrary, the policemen are here for the prounanswered since no one thought
The top 10 remained unchanged and Southern Methcdist. which was .
from }net week's rating. Alabama bounced out of the Southwest Con- tection of everyone. If a policeman pulls you over for unnecesto ask the downcast challenger if
Nebrasioi and Georgia Teich, the ference lead by Arkansas 22-0 /set sary noise it is NOT because he hates you or hates motorIt affected him.
cycles, it is because it is the policeman's duty to enforce the
nation's three other major unde- week
Bloody Rattle
its
Notre Deane "Termed Up far
laws of the city, county, or state whichever the case may be.
feated clubs, ranked third through
joule with the apartaris by manang If your cycle has no exhaust silencer then you are breaking
fifth, respectively.
But, there was no goes-non that
Duke 64-0 for its eighth (straight the law and should expect to be stopped by a policeman at
Sager Bowl Contender,
after each shuffle, Clay unleaded
Skip Hale and his eight point buck.
Alabama and Nebraska, report- trieeriph State is 9-0 after routing some time.
both barrels, bloodied Williams' nose
rifle. His buddy, Gene Pendleton, assisted with this successful edly the top contenders for Sugar Indiana 37-19.
and mouth, glazed his eYels. flatClay
Cassius
"This kind of game doesn't come
Defending our sport and making it compatible and easy
"fun task". Incidentally, Skip also bagged two Canada geese, Bowl berths. each drew two firsttened him four times and let him
along very often." said Michigan for the non-riding majority to accept or, better still, ignore
place votes.
that he had the tools to berk up sttunblirig dazed about the ring.
earlier. Congratulations boys!
State Cinch Duffy Daugherty. cycles, will never be
Arka.naas was teeth. folkeved
Miliaria, who had wen 51 of 6.5
•
•
•
accomplished with the peace-disturbing the boasts that he Is "the restorder by Southern California. UCLA. "It meane a lot to both teams; be- and irritating racket even the smallest cycle clIfi
over a 15-year career by
victories
make.
Please,
deer
his
home
Mr. Ed Phillips, 308 So. 15th Street, brought
cause It's for the national cham()envie and Florida.
The gate was an indoor record knockouts. wasn't sure afterwards
a
be
QUIET
cyclist.
Saturday, November 12th. He took the doe on the Fort CampPurdue. which enriched its first pionship"
$461.290, at which Clay gets $235.- that the referee should have mapbell Reserve, using a 16 gauge shotgun with slugs. Ed, we made
The game is the last of the seaIf any of you have any questions, comments, etc., on this 645 and Wilbarna $22,228.
ped the fight.
son for State but Notre Dame, problem of noise, please write me at: The Cycle Corner,
every possible effort to get a picture but we were unable to
"I wasn't hurt....just shook up,"
body,
the
to
lefts
Clay's
tattering
should it win, could hardly aired Ledger and Times, P0. Box 32,
reach Ed Collie, our "roving photographer" in time Sorry sir!
Murray, Ky. 42071, or drop
followed lightning fast by the mine Williams said. 'aiding that the reelbowing week when
the
letdown
a
Is
Phillips,
Dorothy
and
Ed
of
son
old
year
12
Phillips,
Larry
by the Ledger dr Times office.
and,_
jab to the chin and augmentol !eve "thought I was hurt
the Irish meet Soothern Oa. The
eagerly awaiting the 17th to gorabbit hunting with dad and
with right crosses to the foce and thought he was doing the right
aim have a battle on their
Taoism
Say,
let's
hear
from
you
cycle
dealers
on
this
subject, let
their Beagle, Coca Larry got a 20 gauge shotgun for his last
head sent the 33-year-old home- thing."
hands this week when they face us know what you think about the noise
problem.
Good luck Larry and Ed!
town challenger sprawang to the
UCLA tor the right to represent
Asked if he wasn't indeed hurt,
•
•
WEDNESDAY MIXED
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Welt,the coffee is almost gone so I gotta go, hope to see carivas four times-three of them Williams mead, -I don't know..
the Pactile Bight in the Rose Bowl.
BOWLING
DOUBLES
LEAGUE
in an action-packed second round
Attention, Vernon Stalls! We really did "cut vou down"
ill of you next week.
not much."
W. I..
Team Staadlars:
when the bell found Williams flat
as we promised but it was missed in printing We'll probably
Bich Ind 3 Games (Scratch)
21 11
Demons
back
dazed
his
and
on
"He just got me before I got
617
get you again later'
Wanes. Nance
About 500 7-aitiKe high school ituAs early as 1802, a celx)e stogie
21
11
dropped
Whoopee's
•
hien," WIllhsmI exiled
•
502 •
Bobbie Garrison
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enrolled
hi
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Clay
River
near
Red
furinaoe
Credits New Step
19% 12%
S's
L
my left hand when I shouldn't
480 Ioannina& school in Kentucky than City, Kentucky, produced iron from
Sandra Thompson
Coon Hunters are also Riving a good account of their dogs Night /Mina
19 13
one of those
was ;High Ind. Game inn
last year, the &ate Department
"I used the All shuffle tyke, be- have. It
To mention just a few . Red Alton, James Gilbert Alton and Murray Wentitie
17 15
ono found in the region.
can't win 'ern
You
M7
Wanda
Nance
things.
Ediginteon
combinationgoad
each
fore
reports.
night.
Friday
17
Gerald Ray, all from Hazel. brousht home two
Rap MSS •
221
Ellobbie Garrtson
144 17'1
We don't know vet how they derided which hunters or dogs I Don't Carte
217
Potty Owen
13 19
eget the honors We'll reriort on these boys when they check 1107'C
High Ind Game (Scratch
12
19
Corvettee
names
whose
Hounds
Tan
and
In Red Alton has two Black
208
Wanda Nance
8 24
Dampers
189
Bobbie Ciarrisan
are Jess and Amos
(NC)
Games
3
Team
High
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184
Betty Powell
21811
Dennis
Splits Converted
We were unable to talk- to this next young man as he was Night Riders
23513
4-5-7
Lottie Watson
In school today but he is very proud of his dogs so we'll check ROTC
2341
356 7
Preinces Hargrove —
further and let you know the latest. This gentleman is Joey
High 3 Game Series (Scratch)
3 10
Doris Carnd
Ferrymen. down Concord way. At twesent he has one Plott MEN 3 10
Katherine Lax
youne
619
are
Thew
Ron Pace
named Crockett and A Black and Tan. Jim.
3-40. 5-7
Nell Marloovich
808
dogs but Joey has nine tronhies and twenty blue ribbons, won Prank Irrautheim
5-10
Betty: Powell
689
Stalls
Top Ten Averages
*by another "real dog". Big Boy He is a Mountain Curr pur- Suet
High 3 Game Series (Scratch)
1511
Mildred Hodge
chased in Missouri. Joey and his family will soon move to
WOMEN
155
Bobbie °arras:xi
Detroit to live, thus bringing some tiadness, as some of the Carol Ann Davie
331
Betty Powell
dogs have to be Darted with. therefore Joey has sold his Hay Lax
521
155
Jaye Rowland
favorite. Big Boy. The venire man we're dlaetuuting is fifteen lekired Hodge
505
148
Katherine lax
High lad. Game
years of age Congratulations Joey, on winning all the prizes
14e
Betty Wiry
(Scrath)WEN
and on owning and training such winners!
147
Wanda Nance
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Ron Pace
148
Josn Woods
023
favorite
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His
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Rill Etherton got his 'Coon Saturday night
Isabel Parts
227
Bob McDaniel
144
Dot Dander'
canine lady is "Ole Queen" a bluetick. Unable tat reach Bill
Game
'Scratch)
led.
High
-See Eva Joni.,
for more information but he'll be expecting us next time.
WOMEN •
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•
234
Davis
Ann
Carol
Jack Bailey has one Black and Tan we're sure of. Don't Marley Wade
206
the
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hunter
This
'Coon
their
got
they
if
or
— — 197
name
know Its
Kay lax —
High Aimee'.
"strong, silent type" but we're looking for him Say, Jack
187
what Lit this we hear 'shout. WRIT "sacred hunting grounds"??
McDaniel
Bob
172
catmtat HILL. N J 47.9 grounds"??
hunting(
"secret
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H. H Lae ,
I'll Wheatley Stable's Succesper scersd
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171 a three mogul victory in (tie $314.Prank Kniuthelin
Howard Marren and Jimmy Elkins brought home one
171 1.28 Orden State
and Chan Duns
'Coon each. Saturday rarrht Howard owns three Black
170
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you
ribbin'
are
oats
(your
Ed
Mr
and
Jack
Tans - - Buck.
1118
Joe Kmutheim
SOTJTH BEND. Ind. !en - TopHoward
Us
call
you'll
785 ranked Notre Dam, ran up its
about Mr Ed) We'll even the score If
Geneve Hodes
Black
183 biggest victory margin in 22 years
Marton Garner
has a Walker Hound named "Queen" Jimmy owns two
In Dick Marevenn
158 by cruehing Duke 64-0.
and Tans - Polly and Lonesome. one Plott named Nell
High Averages (Wears)
our "who's who among canines." we have two Pollys, two
179
Cleat Ann Davis
MINNEAPOLD3 IT'D - Purdue
Lonesomes and four Queens so far
160 elkinhed its first tele to the Rase
Mildred Hodge
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155 Bowl ay whiplike( Minneasta 16-0
Ls Black ICav Lax
Jerry Vance has two good hounds. "Ole Rowdy"
153 in a Big 10 Conference game.
Betty Riley
success
what
know
and Tan and "Duke" is n Redbone. Don't
148
Polly Owens
they've had the peat week but we have it on good authority elhirlev Wade
147
NEW YORK (1711 - Mr. Right
also.
148 built a big early lead and, then
they are a good trio. Of course we'll be checking on him
Judy Parker
•
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139 eared off to win the 1169000 RoamBetty Purcell
-`131 er Harelimp at Aqueduct by two
Floyd Barrow of Hazel has suceenSfully eluded us for more Linda Schaefer we Prance Livers
129 lengths
than a week not', but we're "closing in" on him. Sir, may
-Sec Duel Stalk Jr.
versuggest you and Brooks Gibson call in and give us your
Sunday
sion first.
MAGIC-TRI
TOKYO Iter - Jack Nicklaus and
•
•
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Games
High Team 3
snconci driver to die after a
Receive
Weeks
2814 cnoti it Ascot Speedway
Emil lay School
.25
5 12.50
.
$
2784 Don Brannon of Champaign , :
Jaime/Ws Onwery
- MEMBER F.D.I.0 15.80
.50
2725 was kideel instantly.
Rowland's
/0
tone
1.08
Game
Gasoline"
Team
Of
.
Service
.
High
Best
In
nest
"The
10060
? aP
NEW DFX.H3 dlt - West Gertram
Ezell Fey School
I '1000
666 many'.-, Wilhelm Burman and Inc
Downtown Branch
Main Office
'AI to
643 Dueling beat Jakiip atukerjes an
Master Tire Service'
Prenot Lai In doublet 6-1, 10-8
On 10
00
High Ind. 3 Games (NC)
Phone 753-9131
Fifth & Poplar
& Main
Fourth
Across from Jerry's Restaurant
634 6-4. to trail India by a 2-1 mama
Wanda Nance
MoCUISTON
MAX
HUTSON
"BOTTLES"
O. H.
631 in their intec-aane semi-final Lao a
Sandra Thompson
•
WE GIVE TREASURE CHEST STAMPS
•
Cup tennis aeries.
WO
Bea Phillips

ibirthday.

cuy

•

3

Christmas
CLUB

-

For

Ron Pace

Men)

Weekend Sports
Summary

Merrier Gifting

Christmas giving is fun .

atm.

. but it

can put a dent in the budget. Next

Christmas make sure of a merrier,
bill-free holiday, join our '67 Christmas Club now! Save a little every

week. Come next November, you'll

4

have a nice big check for all your

shopping.

Sas

CLASSIFIED ADS
Reaeg week&

'66 Christmas Club Checks Are Now In The Mail
Join Our
CHRISTMAS
CLUB

"THE FRIENDLY BANK"

Ave

641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE

itucky

Bank Of Murray

FOR 1967 ••••

•
.
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TISK

P/1.01 MON

Tea Shower Held At Circle III Of W MS
Has Regular Meet
The Crider-Home
Mn K T. Grearrord was haTrenholin
For Mrs.
te m for the inenthig of Ode 111
Mn.George Willem Trenbolm,
taw before her recent manage
was lam Diane Tearderni, sad
the bonoree et a delithilthillg
planned ula dmwer held at the
home of Mrs. Albert Cinder at
416 tenths Noah area
The guess ware greeted an the
door by Mn.Crider and were Invited to see the gas ambigua m
the den The gat sable was over/aid men • yellow ok•th and center's' Oda aa affangernent of
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Mrs. Guy Kelley
Hostess For Kings
Daughters Meeting

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4541

of

the Woman's Monary Sonny
of the Poet Hoptiet Church held
at her lovely home on Hamann
Avenue on Theabie, Noremher
nine-thillay o'clock in the morning
• Modern Dee Ismer was the
theme of the pmernern presented
Mrs ft L Sweden. progress'
leader
-is
11.
Fred Orreries had the
:pure reading and Mrs HowSc.
ard Guthrie node chairman presided and led the prayer for MILSsionarics
Refreshments sere served by
Crawford to the ten memand one wastor, Mrs thaw
FILTI:be•

South Murray Club
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Martha Crites

Colson-Bazzell Engagement

The South Denney Hometnakem
Clue held ttis reads sumung In
the home of Mrs. Abintia Cress
on Thateded, November 10, at
one-thirty o'clock YR the afternoon mith Mn. Quinton Came
presiding

Per the gpectal aces= the
honoree chine to _sear a white
won as•AA. dress with a lace bodice
bar 0%.•••••••••gd& WOOS*'
▪
6611
• • •
or yellow ruses.
mother
Tabideren,
Mrs, sarbye
m
of the far,m,..w. awe a coo %%NAKi
drew and Uri' Vilda Trenbu-ca.
inotbernineew of the boaree,
NOS atelreet en • awry blue dress.
The New Concord 4-H Me met
Ratraitznenta of akiLe. pur,
& aL
o..b
BUM and alma woe server trom Tteedin No,
the bemaiduk.o. ,hpxed ckning thirty otioth in the afternoon
K & ta
were
ernoted
Grseeell
roma tabs emenard wan a brown
Owen Garpraldent:
Puckeff
nines
ran
linea Medi gign
Dined Honteam" No sail side. Ceotehng the num- vice-Prellarna
BtObrot Writhed,
rePurcir
tette nee • gorgeoue arraogement' Tor.
secretary. James Jarrett. UMWof yellow chryeeinehemume flanker. Candy Chwelain, mime Wader:
ed by yellow candles
Jan lager, ace* leader
furnahedIn
home
Crider
The
Mr Cam than distributed the
as
U e au-1y Amerean ann.
4-H record books to all 4-11 memthrougtiout
bestatehLy dens-Aired
bers who pentacipated Inprojecta
WA) unser Mired arrangements
the
adjourned
The
prescient
Siam pereena called Jr ant arta
meetirig
during the attar:non huurs oftint• • •
th.r1) ta four-tinny o ant.

Mrs. J H WitZston. easieted by
Mrs Oen Moore, gave the deAbed Many
vouon
Malls" with the scriptural reference. Luke 10:35-43, and other
Mrs. Walston
related Mariptaires
ceased swath • pni,yer
Nine numbers end taxi visitors,
Mrs John Gamey end Mrs. R.
S Malweeqn, were present
ambited by Mrs.
Mos
Crites. 'presented the lemon, "Prtriemirs of Design". They and that
mod design consists of good woe,
proportion, fliEnpikity, hash, wale.
ccnetnecion. color, and balance.
After' these are conesdeeed the
ohmmeter of your horne should
me your Carney as to pereoneat:es tunceacn, cocupanta. ea atmplena being the keynote. Each
homemaker es • designer arid the
staid make her home a piece
where the members of her faintly
enjoy 'nineMrs Dave Hopkole gave the
•net and November landscape
Mrs Odeon read a la of
ow tor the calling year OMatter Yeauld get and give each
. in
The hostels, Mee Crites. served

Puckett Named
President Of New
Concord 4-11 Club

Mrs. Keys Futrell
Faxon 4-11 Club
,Hostess For Arts
Has Regular Meet !And Crafts Meet
Mrs Keen Tureen opsood her
hoze. far the rneettng of the Arts
and Claw Club heed Wednesday.
November S. at two-therty o'ciock
In the afternoon
A good reenter of members woe
peewee and three metre were
Mrs Cart Hermon Mrs Dewey
Jams, aril Mrs. Dewey allesdasMrs, Howard Guthrie president,
unereatied
seal a Nosember
"When the True le Or. <he Raw
ado"
Esuring the ate:moon news
sere drawn for the Climilamis
party
Rdmilimsids west sword lig die
Domini Sport. reporter hostels.

Peggy Jean Colson

III

A GET-ACQUAINTED OFFER

Grace Wyatt Circle
Meets Friday At

The Church Parlor

Iturrag llassustair No. 19 Order
col the Balnisow tor Dirks will meet
at the tisaapasc Hall at seven pm
•••

Mrs,
VOI wed in the home of
Ted Vaughn, Locuot Ildve,
7:30 pan. with Mira. Out thdliag
as cohostass.

The Wonanit 3ffatiortar7 Soc•• a
9
iety of the /UM Butaist Church
wilt meet at the church at 9.30
Wadomday, November 16
am. with Caret I in charge of
kidobron
The WIN
the Protean.
be served at mon at the OW• ••
Chin HosGauntey
yaw county
The Lydian Sunday School Class tomes will be Meedamee Joe B.
have a claimer meeting at the won" Ray
wlae, AMOS
church at 6.30 pm. in honor of FWD% Robert Haw J. k Outare
who
claim
the members of the
land, Werke Ryara. W. IL Slavanow teacenng in the Sunday
alleal. sail Me& 111111114901111,
School. Mrs. Huron Redden and Pima aside stessaalless
Taw
her group will be in chime of day and note dame of date the
amingements.
to 11ILEACegIVW1g•••
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Cads wet meet
at the club house. Hostesses are
Meedamea Richard Fiore/K. William ?omens/a. David GOVMD•
Clara Griffin Clyde Jthiwon. Robert Jolusion, and Abed Tram.
•••

•

• • •

The Nature's Palette Garden
Okub wild wait at the home of
Mn. Me Brown at 1:39 pen.
Mrs. Brown will give the lemon
OS "satiolas at Mato

CI

Personals

77`0111 niftrfill"
C

•

Jean Coloon. 1301 Vine. Murray. announces the engagement
01 ter thuilther. Peggy Jean. to Bobby Dwain Baczek, son of Mr. and
Mrs Hubert. Hamel, Saute One, Pennington. Mon Colson is mho the
daughter of .1 le Gabon. Peinalla. Tema
The bride-elect graduated from Murray RMh School with the
190 and then became secretary% for Robert 0. Milker. Cunt
dam
judge when judge Ideler's term expired In January. 1966 the stayed
sexretary. Is
Ist She same office to become Judge i
addition, Atha canon is a part time employee of Johnson's Groper),
whim she be. been aleme lea
Itz Hanna a a ISM sesidwille at Charmed County Hien
graduate ci Freed-Heinleman Game, where be m
and •
itt
OW boars of being named to the Deana Us& Upon matiustion. Mr.
asase boom working for Cooper & Company and a presenter work.
Mg in Mn, Tennessee
Wedding plus for next. s/.
er are atin t000mplete

hange your
floor plan!

of

nes

for a limited time only...

• • •

Social Calendar

Fi..„;•4• dole
The Hulk) Ziluur
"MARK EVERY GRAY*"
Members of Grace Wyatt Carle MK be held by the Muth Departof Peat Presbyterian Church were ment cif the Murray Wthrillnli
entertained at a oaffee in the Club from 13 noon to mix pm.
ohurch parlor on Ridley morning at the oak hose.
•••
with ALre. A. W. Sermons, Jr., the
The Brooks Ocoee Circle of the
radars.
Pthit Methodist Chunth WI308
A raw moorober, Mrs. Iladase
Since 11114
Fink., was received into memberMurray Marble
ship.
Works
The chairman opened the meetMg with devotions hared on "Circle
Builders of Moe Meassetalle
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Kapp
Mecutendup" as a Sham
Perks: White - Imaaagar
Went the wethend of November 11
Plano hoc ate 1997 prone= were and 6 at lat. Vernon. UL. Mem
111 Maple O. itt3-31112
dientaged and arrangements made they athisided OM wedding Sun
fbr Altar Flowers' asswornents.
clay atesiimm at Vie Logan *god
During the pregram period. Mn
Baptist. Church of Mae Sandra
'abroad illioson reviewed "Manta' Sanders of Mt Vernon to Edward
As Deaidon."
Bourke Mantle. Jr of lbardweil
The next meaning of the PwillP Gene Taireshilid, son of Mr and
K.2./11313t
wil be on December S. still itra. Mrs Kant and family of (nevePrank Kociman as hostess.
coeur. ?do, oleo attended the wedWATCH
ding Mr and Mrs Klapp aleo atREPAIRING
member wa bring • gin for the tended the rehears! Milner held
Dependable,
Fast,
Mental rangeltal at HoPlanavile Sienna" evening at the L and
Gearenered Beryls
at
N OM&
and 111•3 • glit SD exchange
•••
Phone 763-1606
the measlier vides euggested price
Woods of Murte7
III
Keaeir
the
509 Main &rest
Mrs.
Medi
dram.
one
being
U.
:be next meeting wig be
Illurrsy
taweette has been dienalsed from the Wedember 8 at 1 30 phi In the bums aga0 bring a cliatt of their
ern Baprost Flamiltel, Paducah
•11111111111III1111111511311111111111
(.( Mrs
Ken.noth Owen. Bath with rerspe kr the meaner

• • • *

Monday. learomber 7. the Patton
Junior 441 Club held as monthly
menus ash Remna Lotren
mg the meeting to order.
&May Riceo eti the American
flag pledge and David Name bed
the 4-H pledge with the llabbe
reacLng by Rncines Burkeen
Samara Donoan. Das Bogard.
and Dentin Crawford sere thorn
to hen Mao the 4-H programa
Illaii•tc. Wei arid amid ihn
songs while
some
bed
Mint
Mahan Connor and Julbe Greennein led aortae games. Mn Irle
Crawford slut. the 4-H leader pre-

The home of Mn.Guy Kelley
on Beale Street ••• the mem 01
the meeting a the Kelm Daughters nuadaty Clam of the Scotts
Clone aaptiet Mutt& head /d.
eity, November 11, at seven-thirty
o'clock In the evening.
Ma. Kerley grime the devotion
on 1110 topic, -Oppartunay" with
her eitelpaire reeding from Galata:ins 6.7-10 Mrs Burl Tutt led in
Praire'
The old and new business WS6
amused by the group
were
refreshment;
Deanna
served by Mrs Kelley to Mrs
Vogel Outland. Mn.Oat Mae,
Mrs Buddy McNutt. ans. Rudy
Barnett. Mm. Herman Losers,
MT& Orbe Mane. and Mrs. Buel
Tun.

4.1

•

1AM
from er011.11Two remarkable Cleaning aids formulated by
the makers of famous Gorham Sterling ... keep
s.'ver clean 6 to
Vvef pol ish.

7 times longer

UNIQUE
ONE-STEP\
FORMULA
cleans your
treasured silver
and keeps it
tarnish-free
for months.

"Dewt.—A141-

than OrcanarY

,
4

Bs Abigail Van Buren
ego

BOTH..1 1'2.98
regii/at $3.69 vahm

-r
ritt•
40'1

Monkey Business Could
Be her Line

NEW
• DISPOSABLE
/ CLOTHS
/ moisturized
with the same
remarkable
formula ...
perfect for a
touch-up or
a complete
tea set!
oero

O'er ends

December 31st
•

sewtteet

MAR ABBY My ti :Abend sena come a• a •110.1 I to an, electrician,
on die road Lately he aretna to be but here's the only solution I leers
speedo( a ka of time In a email the labor Is) the hour and add rust
telitt he uaed to pare thru Inc of rn.•Lerial
If the electrt. Iwo
Wbeiduewill Why Greeter In the osst Vi %Vs. 14, do the friend or relati.e
a favor. he -.ends n•
We WNW tooth enough baseless
as a teed nen to justify spend- Others,ise. he prevents the bill with
isd ale dew there
the repaired item.
lespfiewsley someone told me that ,
lausliond Was ramri teas ewe
DEdR ABBY. Recently a !amdam lishng dinr.er sloth is more
ity wee transferred from the eaet
eigtsseites Young woman They
marg. The 18pored to tr!.. 1e17 mueh interested 00•St to the we
year-cid lacy not in arrvicep to
it INCA (Aber
'Oben I asked nst ibUidnarad shout the faintly had been dating a trtri
A-d seism with a woman on the east coast The rue has been
be ethpit,
deem but he add it was for strieB7 invited by tha basr to fly out and
business ma* Ds sea owes he Wend the Christmas% holidays with
is seeing bar far'buidnam remonS1 tree bny and hie family '711, rid
IKVAPICISKA3 and her mother are ail excited
MAR fillnIPICIOln4: I deal about It and are preparmg her nye
the trip.
know. What's her immeinow?
I think under the arcurnetances.
DEAR ABBY My husband is a the boy is the one who should do
hard workun electrician Or-canon- the flying What do you ttunin, Call
ally he 1! do Little yen after sou - me a Dad who in OLD PAottIONED
as a favor to a friend or reiative. •
DLAK OLD FAN mouth:
out so many penple trash K isMa
aad Snot he enjoys going think you're right. unless there are
lime )4,1N ober bin maim work ra &twisting r irturosta nee* not menday' And here's another trontion. tioned .n sour teller_
WHO •hrend he charge. and WHO
f ONFIllbENTI %I. TO ID IF K:
illaAtiaat he charge?
New can he theme hie sister-iu- ' I nfortanatelr, letters that shoold
1055 father elan he bee &mg neser bate been written and ought
chimed hts stater? Alto he wired Immediately to be desicoyed are
a limo for hie oeighbor for free,'the only ones worth keeplag.
lien her daughter. oho my husTroubled? Write to Abby. Box
band didn't even know. sent her
Ines Angeles C LI, NM For
walls Woo to he najoare4 Shenk/
he semi her a bill? Pd, appreciate a mrsonsil reply. inoice.e a otamped,
thts quovetion And odt-addraned *maw
an anower
...
so would lots of other electricians'
'how to Ilatre
booklet.
Abby's
/or
wenn
OefP: WIPR a lerels Wedding send II 'to ebbs.
Los Angeles, Cal., NOG%
this sill Wax 1955,1

kitchen, bath, rec-room, patio with OZTCE,
Town 'N' Terrace Carpet made *ids Vectra* fiber!

Carpet your

carpet — proved with Wier 10 ratice
Tense* la the original outdoor-Indoor
Ozite Town
snow. Won't rot or mildew. Use directly on
and
sleet
rain,
oft
Shrugs
in
already
use'
yards
and spotting from food, drink, and virtually
concrete floors, even below grade. Resists stains
Hoses clean outside,
jiffy.
a
an
up
wipe
Spills
all household chemicals.
including 6 frothy
colon
decorator
delightful
vacuums clean inside. 16
Carpet made with •
Terrace
'N'
pastels. Where would you use (hue Town
wino wax
Vectra fiber?
_
Use your unaginationl

$5.00
- sq. yd.

-

LIFE

Town 'N' Terrace Carpet
OLEFIN

Hughes Paint Store
0.,11 is Ws echoer* traileout slit, OM* COreblanOn

Pus scum: I swim it

A

s

(Mire

e •

a

?1,4, cell

stand usimusit el aread Mae haidocis Camputa,Ic

•

-4-

•••
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VALOR ?IVY

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
4 East, thence mat 1,000 feet
to J. point on the south line
of Soctioli 34, Townalup 2,

• SELL• RENT • SWAP • HIRE • BUY • SELL.RENT • SWAP • Hr
- F • BUY • F.Jt..LL• RENT • SWAP • H I RE •
4
.

r
IMP

CLASSIFIED ADS GET RESULTS

LOW COST
• n'!Y •

Ran4e 4 East thence north to
the center of the emit, thence
northwesterly with the meandering of the creek to a point
296 feet west of Paridene Drive

- ELL. ;
• 13LIY • ":

_)E.LL• RENT • c-,VvAF• c,
•

FLL.RENT. SWAP • HIRE • Flt

'

FOR

9

is
se

a

OanoRoe-

foe

a

AMMO

SALE

FOR

RENT

!Medi-

Hamel.

Se clue

quarth.
3477.

FOR RENT

MS elf

Again, Murray. 753N-16-C

REGISTERED BOXER Bulldog, female, 4 months old, 1135.00. Call

TWO HOUSES ON MAYFIELD HWY.

Medea

1.107

p.m.

753-6601

C.
rooms, kitchen, bath, one room upstairs. Other has

VI°
living room, bedroom, kitchen, bath. Gas heat. Run-

CITY

See James C. Williams at the

Ledger and Times

OF

POSES TO ANNEX.

\"A WOMIN

BE IT
201-208 'staple Street. Weatern

AC 66 COMBINE, with grain' bin.
N-17-P

sociation Office Building, UtLii-

PLANOS—Story and Chirk. Hobart
Ivers and
Cable, Estey,
Fonda.
Grand, Henry P. Miller. 2395.00 in

ditloning, plenty

ties furnzhed

BY

THE

SECTION 1: lbat It is needful,
necessary
clestrable Ss the

Ce.tral au-conof free

ORDAINED

OP
THE
COMMON
COUNCIL
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY,
AS Fou.,OWs:

following described lands lying ad"went and contiguous to the Dreamt.... 144....iaL.i) Lulus of taw Qua
Cl Mw-ray, Kentucky. be annexed

ing. If interested call 753-3341—
11-1TC
or 756-M41.

Y14"1111E

PEOPLE

IIILECTILH;S SALES & Service,
Box 213. Murray. Ky. C. id Senders. Phone 382-3176 Lynnville. ICy
Nov.-23-C

rearm tlepertglat C
grnta the Sofel published by Duell Close
-6es nr Berilernin Caere DistrIbuted by King rworse fig nth-eta

PERSONALLY STYLED Maid decorations for any cecasiter: cangemsmade candles. corsages house tie our, ,a-edcisig service, centerpieces,

$275,000 was up tor grabs --fatally in

27-LIE SMAISCPAT
!violently away from him, the
CHAPTER I
'AR DOWN the boulevard the headlignts sweeping •cr
I
lights of • giant Christmas darkened store Ironic, • lumI
tree glowed against the cold bled, confused panorama of dieis
black sky, Ilke the last hope of plays and 1.3distrnas decorati
the world. For a moment the as Swallow fought against the
pinpoints Cl color seemed to surging dirtiness In a cle,,perate
flow together and Abe Swallow effort to maintain control Cl

V

a:welted and tightened in. grip the car.
He was unable to control the
on the steering wheel, flexing
each nand In turn, banging on violent swaying Cl Se streets
now not only for control of the and buildings. The curb rushed
car but to keep himself upright toward turn. smashing against
the wheels on the right side of
on the seeL
The searing pain in his chest the car, rocking it. His foot
lessened. touched the brake. The vertigo
bad
and
shoulder
which was very likely • bad passed and once more the street
indication rather than • good came Into sharp focus.
One nana left the wheel and
one the reaction of shock, the
numbness of waning COnaclOthie turned up the collar ol the exnese Swallow had always been pensive topcoat- A bone-deep
• man Who dealt with regality. chill was creeping [Amigo) Ms
and the stark fact at that mo- body, a coldness that it seemed
ever
ment was that he could very no amount of heat could
by.
was close
dispel. Death
well be dying
been
and closer than It had ever
blood
I.,sing
Was
He
Mipspalpably and
every few moments OM vision hovering
blurred over He had to stop, tiently about the moving car
he mid to have help and ne At the mune time. Swallow was

NOTICE

trying the keys, and blood had
gotten into the bag aziel on ita
contents. As he made Ms way
down the dimly lighted corridor
toward the lobby, • trail at
blood spattered along the Wee
behind rem
One of the Modeentrations of
the building was • self-serrice
elevator, arid Swallow stepped
into the,cubicle and pressed the
button for the fourth floor. The
machine crept smoothly and
slowly upward, stopped. and the
dour, slid open. He oresseo 'he
first floor button as he gut out..
and the elevator went obediently back to the bottom of the
shaft_
The corridor stretched right
and left from the eiecm,,,, a

P,

ft was
han to nave it soon
et test • half an hours drive
Intermitthe
and
to his home,
tent freesing Mtn and .now
'hat nad been coming down
Once early evening made for
leas than Ideal road conditions,
particularly at the lake where
traffic was light _tie was not
Ils New the cluster of trash alumpeo into the chair
at all certain he could will himMeng
The light Illuminated a me
sell to remain conscious tor an- cans when he was on
and the bumper smacked into Mum -sized. neat room anothei
Other five minutes
beside the
where there before his Mow Mies. desk against Uor wall
was.
question
Thet
The door, obviously for a typist. A
Could he go" lie had no way or got Mx foot to the brake
sudden clatter nod din scraped second door was clotted tieyono
knowing who else might 1- in
and ne that and behind the pebnii
volved and though his overtime- the ends Cl Ns nerves
as the glare panel the room Was clark
live ltio4ight was to go nonie. Owed Me eyes tightly
He sat for The turnemings were utilitarian.
he could not even be sure Iiiar• car palled to a nn{t
cheap. not costly. and not
guente herself had not had. • a momeni breathing heavily not
feeling an ineireent lassitude new A sheet of glass. cnippeo
hand in this.
settle over him a strange cairn at the edges. covered the deskPerhaps there was one place
heap Ms eyes top
one wire in use whole that tecd him to
Alongside the ian.p there Wan
forget everytaimg
tney I closed and
where
ritg
sprawling
II framed photograph ot • Hit
wouid not think to lOok for him. rue.
• • •
WOrnan in the indeteiminate
leas than •
It was not tar
eyes snnened open and range of late forties or *arty
doz.,in Meeks From there ms
0raCsy
is. tglok no1,1 Cl the -door fifties and • fat teen ag.
would nave no Choice tilit to call
He was not re.,eP. to standing beside her, with • does
Marguerite gese wtole get nine
hackgrom.n
the
might be the Way It arid a imike in
Rolfe Sam v.as a trend. and dl..
to some insignificant their porcine grins daring the
he was acci a ducteer was maws happened
grind
MIMI • maple of millets camera to make something
itttle
technicalities
legal
overlook the
night a time ot quaking out of it
the
in
l
wound
gunshot
a
ot treating
Abe Swallow stared bleakly
'atastelOte the 6Peci.f7 of (),
anti for • price
for a friend
for a moi But not tot Abe Swallow He at Ms *surroundings
De
In fee rearview Miner
flung the door open and rearned ment, thee p521041 annwelif UD
Domethe
onto
maw a tail turn
Sc took a revolver Irme
•
P11. 4"1"
"eat
vati the iettermg and enibiesii erilme tlhe pulled
an overnight the pocket of his coat ana
real
on the aide of the car visible ' nand and
placed if on t1.-, desk
iindet the streenight bst1toward him
briefly
was coursicg
death
of
The zipper was orel and he fear
Ahead the traffic sig,on IT the
through him the awareness that
did
.°•`• tat
not
triI,eorem, ear ISe° tat
iniree..ition
next
to get swop. it
.*are vuorogut to clew it. IS even were re,
ultra nip tool
and Swallow
in time
no:d of teen nandles Might never reach tom
took
ti the brae, The
to save hie 1116 DUI UMW* was
aid slid "
ed
"
d
'
/if
seat
the
ff
troi car eased to a atop aioig•
one thing ne might ne able to
an with nis tort apart. wavering
it:dr Mtn and the policeman
could stay Conscious
'like a tree in a storm end tnen do. If he
Swatat
over
th: r grit glanced
tor only One minute More. ne
aroma
he
•
to
car
moved
*mown
interest
loss with the
tried Mtge, flaunty ntrriselt of re.
,„ar an such a night at rioor 01 the building He
•
venge
several keys on his Chain he
He turned any said
• a.ra
He reached torwnrd on the
ta,, fore the right one Work, the
acanetni„a go Sin ipbati,,,,
desk gee pulled the to-kV/11w u
were anti flee 61geat ersewe loeic
Inside beneath the light of to nom
.-evi and the penis
tiTr to gr.
office seemed to be growwilts exit sign ne innitea do,44
Cat rt•Inno away
If, woe up the re
and saw the mirprimiligty nteadv ing darker
neon
Swallow made a• 5105% start I d:ip of Wand off the fingers of celver In • blood-arnertred
block
tfl"m
-*Whet and ne began to dial
aniind his left hand Fie and
-get a
111d let
of rote 1.e polled the turn in. 1 the satchel hre-k and forte While (To N. rotilenswet Tomorrow, ,
'd.ra or down and awiin leftg-rioter/Vera ore
Thee 'fore le Arline Arie _netalartfreo in Orr 1,1e4
The i-dreet
'oft tiC nuitlevard
are uidatrisfurnat
eiders
rp
,
roes
,iefeni
tee
inecidresSe
es.041
• Seemed to flit etiddicihe
F its RS Rietord threw
ru mrvert
06•16,•411, A On t•flow I
rinse
nisulatied by ishae leseueee Sync's..? e

..! Marne News 1st-vice
Federal Stet,
Tueeday, Nov. 15, 1966 Kentucky
Purchase-Area Hog Market Report
Includes 7 Buying Stations.
Receipts 520 Head, Barrows and

DOWN
1 Strokes
2-Turkish
regunent
3,H.eled

Gilts steady; Ekiwa Steady.
U. 8 1-2 190-210 lbe. $1950-20.60:
5-20.25.
U. S. 1-3 190-230 lbs. $192
U. 8 2-3 235-270 lbs. 218.50-19.50;
SOWS:

south of Belmonte Drive; thrtmce
east to a point on the oeriter
hne Cl Glendale Road tor South
16th Street Extended) 191 feet
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37.terkies
38 Conjunct**
40 Title of respect
41 Saint (abbr.)
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Measure

44 Monster
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Attention Boys!

TIME aid
TEMPERATURE

DIAL

S

r6 E

13
.
*"
4"

12

MA1301141!

17 Plying theetion
31-Hasten
52 Indigent
53 Declare
54 Before
55 Sea eaglet
56 Apportion
57-Crimson

W I

15

12•Approach
44•Aguatic

HOG MARKET

thence

3

2

1

IA0116flhlD

nun C111100
CiL13.(1710 MOO
OM wan
zven moo m
man 12014 moa
zir -Anmeirlino cio
noo
rrz (100 ODOM
Eltra rJrr Me0
MM EMU TIVOUMO
qMVO aaou
øI
T300 nritgri

Dreeered
6 Stopped
7 English county
11 Inses ts
9 Paddle
10 Peer Gyngs
another
11 Spread far
dryang
17 Brother of
Odan
19 Contursctien
22-Gav• toed is
24 Babylonian
&Doty
25-Heareni1 body
26 former Russian
ruler
27 Pilaster
28 Corner
29 Body of rater
30 V4d ger
32 Flags
33 Panel of land
36 Roman gods

18

Mayor, City Cl Murray,
Kentucky

An excellent paper route in Murray is

DAY OR NIGHT

open We need a good lesponsible boy
for this route immediately. Qualified
boy can start at once. Please apply in
person at the Ledger & rime. office.

753-6363

111.1119.1:ti BANK
ot
Murray. Kentucky

south of Belmont* Drier; thence
south to the southwest corner
Cl SecUon 34, Township 2, Range

CH,BOY:EVERYONE IS L0010,46
ME! IF 71415 DOES4fT IMPRESS
urns RED-HAIRED
GIRL, NOTHING Lou.:

4010 L04,11 AT THAT?
4.6
OlARUE W11N14

BEEN WON
5APETv PATROL!0.1 ABOUT TNAT?

?*06_

KNOW

Holmes Ellis

Mit CORRECT

N-16-C

WHEN I 60T CALLED TO Ti-tE
OFFICE, I 6.IA6 A NOBODY.. NaiJ
A MAN iaTH A EAD6E

AT
THAT

by [Skied Frees Internalised
The Amasses Inckesui are descended (run beop.ea believed to
mantled time New Wald vh
inthe Bering litrair and
f..rst Americans
dkeiting Owe

Isere

came from Rostra

nt

single ceiling ught tiluininatang
each direction He waned toe •
he wail. then
moment against
turned left and made his way
to a door bearing the number
411 and the name Acme imports Another key on iii. ctiain
negotiated this loCir ano use
keenly aware of • curious ote I moved into tne dark room, to*
pctivity on his part, as if tie simple effort of placing 0146
were not really involved out toot before the other a taut of
Herculean proportions
was limply • spectator
The faint tight trom the cor- His attention was on • fourthat occupied ridor revealed a desk and •
building
story
half the next block He turned swivel cnair tie slid the astche.
Into the service alley at the onto the desk and reached nut
and turned on a desk Lamp. then
end of the buildieg

J

By

U. S. 1-2 250-350 Ms. 81100-15.00;
U. 8 1-3 350-460 Its 816 00-17 00:
U. s 2-3 450-600 La 815 00-16

on South 17th Eltreet;
south to a point 160 feet west
Cl Itch-oee Drive and 225 feet

WA mirr,

YOU

MURRAY,

"Beginning at the acitithweet
corner of the presmet Clay benne

HELP WANTED: Pull time employes. man and lady, age 35 to 35
Oall in person at -Tom's Pima Phbetween
lace" North 12th St. Ext
the hums of 2.00 and COO p m

NOW

or

KENTUCKY

to the begtnn1ng point."
Aires No. 2

party decoraticen. Ruth Everrneyar,
Ruth's Designs, 7543-6505. Dec.-19-C

,
HELP

COUNCIL,

N-22-0

to said City of Murray, Kentucky,

Boulevard; thenoe
est to a point on the present
City Milts 27 feet ncrth of
thence
Boulevard,
Joluvon
south with South 17th Street

COMMON
CITY

ono

part-

$2100.00. Financing arranged. Reeds
/Eutaw Manor located 6 miles 8. 1

by the award-winning novelist,
BENJAMIN CAPPS1.
.41

•

ON THE 10TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1966

Murray Chamber of Commerce.

Cl Jobson

•

tention of City Cl Murray, Ken
tucicy.to anneX to entY of Murrill,
Kentucky ao as to become a part
thereof, the teeritory described in

Benton on the Benten-Maynehl Rd., HOUSE Unfurnuhed, four morns. and become a part thereof, to-wk:
at Harvey then 1 mile west Open bath Ckrarmest.aaals, two upstairs, 904
AREA NO, I
9:00-9.00 Sundays 1:00-9:00, 1-1-1TC South 3rd Street, available in apcall
"Beguirang at. the southwest
prockultiely ten daya See or
At The Movies
N-17-C
Corner of the pree.-it City limits
J. T. 'Taylor. 753-49Zt.
on South 17th Street; thence
"PR CAPITOL Ann DftflrkAPARTMENT FOR RENT. Availwest parallel with Keenesand
info7mation call 753-1214 anytime
able now. Utilities paid. Fortner
Road to South 18th Street;
hospital.
house
iimir
Jennings
dance north with South 10th
Plaine 753-5L31-extensicsi 56 N-17-C
Street to a point 2 feet. north

ning water with pump in well.

V

formerly occupied by the

Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Ai-

lesson
Next to each other. One has thing room, two bed-

able

front office now avail-

53-17-C

Phone 753-6401.

Bee.

Urge

point."
SECTION II: Tist it is the in-

MURRAY, SECTION I hereof
KENTUCKY; AND AOCURA'TELY
PASSED ON FIRST READING
DEFINING HE BOUNDARLES OF ON THE 27T71 DAY OF OCTOBER,
THE TERRITORY WHICH CITY 1966
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, PROr45SED ON BECIDND READING

AVAILABLE

more. See or phone Joe B. Adams.
494-6127, or
Gerry
Re-

•
nice- t

THE

1.Mwrasin
4-Cheers
S Vessel
12•A state (abbr.)
13 Greenland
settlement
14 Contort
15 Hindu cymbals
16-Uttered
18 Storage Dins
20-Ailesance by
sent.
21 'Fostoria.. deaty
22 Ton
23 for fear that
27 Corot...salon
29 Amcle of
turn/lure
30-Whips
31 legates
32 Evil
33 French plural
at' tie
34-Cool,d lava
35 The preserd
time
37 Speck
3.5 Be mistaken
39 Related
10 Fneounteree
51 Spznish tor

ginning

AND
atii.AsuirY
INTENTION
OF THE CITY
OP 1.11URRAY,
KENTUCKY, TO ANNEX CERTAIN CONTIGUOUS TERRrPORY
TO

ACROSS

Glannale Roan, thence southwest, north and went mth the
present City lb:rate to the be-

ORDINANCE NUMBER 496, BEING ON ORDINANCE DECLARING THE NEED, NECESSITY, DE-

SPACE

009.

9

City Ordinance

shipment Cl ALO- 763-56117.
N-15-0
Oosenetios. Holland Drugs. N-15-C
HAND MADE 9' x 12 Hooked Rug
1955 FORD 2-dcor, radio and heat- and
IMAITTIFOTh DC-RLNTED
pad, Eke now, used 6 month. NOW LEASING — The EnitasaY
mos Canis, Large seleonon to choose er, 10000 Baby play peo, $12.00. Alm 17 mob portable T. V. and Apartments, 105 South 12th Street.
from. Order early and avoid the Met at 9th and Vine, Mr. Kelly. N-15-P stand. Sell reaaonable. Phone 753- Luxury, 3-bedroonis, Phone 753H-N-17-C
MMUS* rush. Bee at the Ledger and
N-I5-C 7614.
2763.
Times Office Su9SXY Detilirtinent- USED KENT GUITAR, regular sine,
JL'SIT TO REMIND you we have
17-NC like new Phone 759-4517.
N-15-C
herEihrubbery—yeas. hetrikincks,
OFFICE
arrived 5 HALF-BEDS. Cell 753-119911 or terry, holly, sties and many
MK
ALD--CORMNITC18,
new

to Yesterday's Puzzle

PUZZLE
iih

and 16065 feet south of Clayshire Drive, thence seat to a
point 160,5 feet east of ParkUM Drive, thence north to

al
ccanpleite

CROSSWORD

(WITH THIS ONE WE
INCLUDE A BOX
OF CHECKERS

RUG
DEPT

I'LL PICK
OUT A NEW
RUG FOR
MY ROOM

1_
sus-,•44.4,c1_1241,

-

I 00in DARLEY'
it%
?.E.AD YCAI
T r ER
A5'XILLSP.'
KEENE; I,1i

TH'N'Gt

I'M HONORED KIDS YOU REALLY

SURE, YOU'RE NEW HERE, KIT
WE THINK THAT BECAUSE YOU'RE
PRETTY, SMART AND HAVE GOT NO

suT

BUT

DO

THINK

ENEMIES TO SPEAK OF -- YOU'D
TO GET
BE

rD

MAKE

rrz

A CINCH
PRESIDENT CF

ELECTED

THE STUDENT COUNCIL!

•1

HIS

nos

*n^

••Mb.

The

,116

TOK'10 NHTRRiONAi RES
HAVING EMEIRENCY
MEETING TO DISCUSS
EPIDEMIC Oc.
NECK-SNAPPING?!

JUST CUTE D4NCER
SHE FOR
ENTERTAI N MET
BEFORE BUSINESS??

IF THEY HAS HER FO'
ENITERTAINMENT—
TNE'LL BE

0UTA
EsU

NESSfr

OH,WILL AN ARRIVE

IN TIME. WIF

The

tie

C

asellomea,
at-

log^serwas-s•,weige-•`-r• S•••:,711216••••,`"....,

'""1"111111""liMniegalar

,f119191IWATI0'W..•••••"•""

teesseramesewieiews-

-••••••11818118/1111BPPNIPS--
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• ..asesessaimielispealW-2....1

THE

PAGE SUL

LEDGER

It

TIME'S

SWIDIN MOMS TO SWITCH
1.1101 TO MONT MOD 21411V1194
19•7 APO TO
POST SPUD LIMITS MST
TTIMI IN PLATOON'S MISTOTIT

Pfx ,x, .,t _IS A.,
PID•CsA,5 TON AA5
TO
SLIT NOM
SAII..,'IS
1055 BITZNINAV SATS
WA GIOIGLA S711.04

ohadasid From Page One)

PACT SIT IN MOSCOW
AND WASNIP.GTON POI
N911 TOCL MOSCOW
ADLO411 TIAFFC
•L
10011114 11011FAN 0e114A01
ATTACK MALI • PAIL&
iNSICTI SOUTH •OSSA
KILLS SIXLS 0711
SOUTH KOKIAAI 5010111

.
U S 751.1 RIFT 51005
HOSTS WHY 51151 nisi
1151 HOKIN Of DIA 2001f

. S. Jet Cargo...
orainurd I rom Page

One

TUESDAY --

MSU DEBATERS ...

WORLD WEEK
AAA,

US
SOLD ST A/sAT
TANKS TO SAADI

MrRRAY, RENTrCET

GHANA SOUS 19
GUrif• DILIGATES
TO OA J Off A US
PLAN/ US PIVOT
TO GOMA !LAMM

123. INCLUDING 19
15I14Ai1 GIRLS.
CPIARGIO WIT.i 1101
mi MALAN SQL 0.111
l0.51515014 5 515,

Hospital Repor•
AUTO POPULATION...

ASTRONAUTS ...

Chiege:
Bedannme
honnicky;
"hours College; and George:Own
cAle;e all of Kentucky. and
gro,:a Unlversity af Atlanta, Ga.
Mae IIhis is from PaducahTOghnoin, and Mike an-O.h, R:ute
1. MUr713T, Is a graduste ef Calbah,- Counto High. Both bays are
.11111.373 in midge
The Lux Mir:dual awaris of
the tournament were won by
Nono 'am' Smith af Murray. and
ay 4LSVO debaters en :he Enory
Uroverolty teams.
'The MUSSY State affirmat i ve
team of John Pas= and Ed Prank
Jeffrey, both of Murray. had whet
over M.Ortle Tennessee and Tranbut IC st to
we:r.in. A C3....e4e;
'Brad:ey University on a td de• m.. Wesiern Keathley by three
phr.os. hemline Cokepe by one
para. and to the University of
Oeoigh by ten points.
The pt• hozahon being debated
by the co logo, ttos year as: Resolved. That the hatted States
ihoakt subotanteolv reduce its forego pol.c-•• y ccmontments.
The tains were it000mpansed by
Prof J. Albert Tracy, Del-Peter
Portosies at Murray State Untversay.

a

1

THIRTEEN IN. . .

SIGMAS HOLD . . .

ICeintinued From Page One)
were It. I. ihaoper and Dave Willis. rnombers of the E.O.A. traced.
They :cad about the beautification
Pr:grarn in proves here and
mer.tioned the 'cloarmg of roadsafety toorsalis in the county and
town, the widriong of city streets.
and smear work that the 13
Intrribers of the training team are
doing. Thot course is open to all
thzese SOTO can qualify under the
Federal prcgram. at a rate of
$150 an hour. The period lasts
nme months. At the end of that
ttme. it Is hoped that the,. team
Wit be qualified to fFJ etniLar
pasalons ae they 'become vas
-ant.
The trairong is in sch
Inc getting along wati others.
Marren, to -How instructions, and
beamine a trade.
The men reparteO hat a todveY
Lowest there was poverty in the
Manta( and town but In no one
liciated place. In Paducah, vokmteer workers are aiding these programs by interviewing for the
Job Carps and in the Child Day
Cato tcograrn.
T1rs feur-Sundajonight program
Is under the direction of Mao_sters
1.2aod Renter, Methodist, and Wakens Fortes*, Christian
Readers
lest 'Vida were Mfg James Rudy
&Meilen, Mrs. Ge-rge Hart and
Ws. James Weatherly. The benediction .Wa5 .rven by Rev Porter.
Pelowship hour was observed after the program.

(('ontinued From Page One)
to have so glir"t speaker for the
evening, Mass Clara Eagle. head
of the A72 Department it Murray
State University. Was Eagle presented t) thl gr)up a highky enteratliong and infornuthe proprem. cent:ling of slides and commentary about, her !Mai month's
tour as an Instruotor on Chapman
Univerahv's "College of the Seven
Seas-, Mi.ss Ea.gle, due to a time
element, was forced to Omit her
program to inolude atV'y the
cf Greece, Turkey, Egypt. India,
MOO,Ohs T. la nd• Hong Kong
Japan WO Hawaa.
Immediately fallowing the program Mrs. John 0-egory Department Overman presided over the
bustnera meeting Secretary. Mrs.
Hunt Smock read to grcup a letter of appreciation from, Mrs.
Donnie Faust, instructor at the
o
was
rwhrn
SICMI Kindergarten and for
the Berta Caner* program
dedicated the year.
It was chneased and agreed that
the Sigma Department W31111:1 subscribe 100P", to the State Wcman's
was pointed not
Cinb Miarozrr.r
that in years part the lack of
support to this magazine by the
Murray Woman's (tub, had been
a tOack mark against the urger.izatton.
The Sigma members were encouraged to remember and support heft up-coming events as the
Zeta Department's book revue this
Thursrhy evening at 8:00; the
general meeting, ahich has been
reschrOuled from December 5 to
Decentber 2: the ptodurtian of
"Red Shoes" at the MBU auditorium on December 3 at 1003: the
Tour of Homes on December 15th;
and the Bignia Children's Christmas party on December lOth

It

Ce mus
actui
70
Orners -- Nursery
3
leesdineed From Page Owlet
Cesatimed From Page One)
Admissions, November 12. 1944
lthie, came to no .es then t2.Mrs Kathleen Smith Joel. 530 shie mark. and ground controllees
113111.1410.
Streh, Murray: Mr. Don- terld them. °O K. relax."
The drums me aum population
11°Itke.15T0U911
and ccat are hoar- the Ekandard na Dee YILIICIPIUgh. R,
Arte S. Mt"I•"• g°i)d
tr the timid re- STOP
arcemd
controllers
sorvey
Its
Mr
lierr.):e
say,
Gaht
and
Jeffrey Carte. Hart HUL
Rate
(lined the astranauta as they Witt
gives campareith data for •11 sec- .L.MS tY , Murray; Mrs Valle Geur('onUnued From Page One)
*rough the f Mal • revotution .1ra
in
of the .Unled States
Merman). 502 ts
N. leth
Ann-rice's historic two-man Gamin: Act was
It shows that 'here were 144 Street. Murray: Mr C D. Shur*. „moo
uncon.statunonal became
▪ gave the governors of the ewer hos been notranated nor appasonger cars in opershon in 307 North &di Street. M1.17•111.
weatti,r was good in the tweet
pointed to a local or appeal based.
Caloway Caunty far ea ery 100 3.ka %rakes POrmy. Route 6. /fur- , arm where four hove._ headed by regtereve states absolute &emotion
An mount-re whom they choose They end the nominating proems
faenZacs at the beers:too of this ray.
the aircraft canter Wasp that 1e"Dtcloroante and restematically exin re.-we on local drat boards
year. • !lather rach than in
oinceed four nutter Gemini mews
., It INS
' Nseelabe.r
Digma.1816
The three-judge panel ma salt- cluded" Negroes.
country
Mrs Kathleen Smith, 63111 Broad _shoed for the record L..4
naany areas of the
Mate a temporary order
Factoce that hay* contributed to
: IttirraY• Mr Alba MagnIs. astronauts at the end of disk MU
'
8/tree
Gar Paul Johnson to
the increase an the car popelldien Lernnrgie: Mrs. Valli* Oeurin, orbit of earth
NOW YOU KNOW
Negroes among those noare the better roads that are now Route 5 lbaray: Mrs. Le John. Space Lead
be United Press International
available, the geteter dependence son. Rotate I. Moo Mr Gerry ReLoveil and Aldrin will have zip- minated for draft and appeal
Bast Germany Nosed the bardMrs. W Frank Steely reminded
Words in rstaon no Negro-to-ahite er between East 'owl Wert Be, the members of the Ckno which
on the autom.obhe for transporta- (mirth. 908 Sycamore. Murray; pod more than one news and
Via
• VS °Mats:, with asked not tien ligew that rase people are Mrs Bonnie Panes. 509 Beale half miles through die roed-giging Pimentsons
on Aug 12-13, 1961 to halt the will be 'Thursday and- Friday, NoASS rhe'Ys charted that
the United States a vant iced 'n
be Identified earlier had thellos- Bebe In suburban areas. and to- Street, atiardo Mrs Mary Jane (menu,
although
exodus
of hut Germans to the vember 17 and IS at the Robertspace travel fane__whon a Negroes make
up 42 per cent o Wen. it then beitan temickre Shoe not Easenenta.ry School front 9 00
e. that the plane vent down le tters bigger mccanes, slitch have Bair IHa35, 517 North 11th
°Demurest territory, bte he Minh Wtught car owneedup within the Street, Murray: Mrs Beats Xing- desice smiler to an autopilot betakes the ststeh Poiadat-on. no Negro well ttm.dave the otty.
urea 2 00 for the members who
u* .11ah. 1511 Johnson. Murray: their 'kap fie the fiery return to - --koow whether it made an mar- mach at most tamales
1111 thillitier County the efect Mr& Wanda Lee Berry (Ronnie). earth_
gooey landing or cradled
The notion's networks hoped
the three-engre mediumrange has hem to nose the local .car 1632 airler. Murray: Mrs. ZDaI.
, wilharn). Route
•dammeared from U 13 radar 11191101111011' m • period of thrtve-i Dunaway
1, tisirrise Inv pictures uf the ft.
a•I
omens at Tempe-43o( Airport m pith DIM the 9,210 recorded in Plarnclogrom Mrs Martha Gallo- Oernou's pp inta an
Woe 13erhn at 244 am. today MN ila Ills WOO retorted at the way •Dwaino 307 South 12th shei onown as the Sid.
seaweed mei
Street Murray; Mrs Rada Ward homier of the duck
U it was being directed toward a beginning ce 11111
It amounted to a net increase I Lennie), 214 Ircodias n. Murray Mg there
landing approach as Tore &Mort
A new problern-thev had be•-•
which la nealso ir. the French in the persx1 after ailowmat for Mrs Martha Crossly
Route 4,
&firuluee since tho
the number that we--e =yipped. eif Benton; Tisby tray Wax Harold), elected Mth
sone of the cLeded eta
perfect takeoff from Cape Kenna.
th7 thorth 11th. Murray
Tempt-hot was eased for rummy 340 percent
Pr deo-kept the astronauts fete
By way of comparann. the mere
repahos There was no oxicalligio
ethnic a fol, ntight's rem bef,
'
United
the
age pan throughaut
of trouble front the poet
the erut of their fur-day flight
Deal With Soviets
Sutra was 14.0 percent and In
, Goad Shin
Lae)
Rom= ollacisht were dos to the rag Scath Ceratzul &stalk
To grim lath plenty of thence
acknowledge publey that the 11.1 pereent
deep. a goodnight neared out
fesialimed Prom Page heel
Ciammenhng on „the sUill:100. a
plane was downed on East Get-815 p m ,EErn to Lovell. a
man terrtary Since the United :mace bar* here dee-area that -thet
Nary captain who broke the o
ames does ras mecca:at last rack n ie rapay aptroactung the
banding. not !stately maudlin arm- dlaildual time-in-space record two
°ermine all alealnas were with day wher demi be a car for
emery paring minute and has pa:pithy.
every adult and for a good (reethe Soviets
ner. a scholarly. 36-sear- old maze
1
CS offkials sir> were close- hon of al teen-agers a. we: And
ThaLmasa went be provided to rookie with a doctoral degree
she m.
ma
es „
mouthed apparently for fear of thee nay be • car eventually fle clef
they were awakTwo hotos Is
car
apsetting chances to reach the every aceastan - for mark sport.
flight
' borders who are puppets of 61181011- enei—the third WTw as the
ILI* tem and oty keine
One
, they and been aroused became uf
les ft-an without.
thithe cashed Western pawers
probiend
wore lbw m max-rang • new et
Pressure was building up at et
-Tim we semi Metre by every
Grode /ssieurilo/
fighter ;Cane which crafted hi
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NOV. 4 is *et tor the next
court appearance of Richard
Speck, accused as the July
11 knife killer of eight student nurses in Chicago He
is shown in his latest of four
court appearances. when his
attorney obtained • contmu•nie for completion or pay•
chiatric reports
have tholged their time to work
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The PreverMon of Blindness The
Sarraa's w21. in the near future,
begin testing neat fall's prehohool
etultire.n for any eye defects that
they mhtit have The dirties are
eche:lulled to become a yearly oornmunity smoke project by the
Department

Fresh All-Jersey I

All-Jersey Milk, produced on nearby farms,
is rushed to Ryan's plant in Murray to be
processed and packaged for daily delivery
to your local food market. Ryan's AllJersey Milk is indeed miles closer and days
fresher.

SEEN HEARD . . .

Flavorful All-Jersey

a

MILES CLOSER
DAYS FRESHER!
.40
Obv.
tdP

the outaide deg eyeing the
bird bath as though hr wanted
a drink of water, We hurried outside to fill up his bowl became
when Sport drinks out of the bird
bath, things happen Like turning
the whole thing over In • *sower
of water.

giant Saturn 5 is hoisted
MOON egeheap- First stage of the
for mtemting on the mobile laun-hat In the Vehicle Assembly
Building at the Cape Kennedy complex This Is part of the
rocket for the Apollo Moon project. to be laura had early in f
1947 This first stage Is 138 feet long, 33 feet in diameter.
and is nearly five times as powerful as the Saturn 1 rockets
currenUy being launched.

as far soir-h as the Ohio Valle,.
-Ile sat al the btrd bath for •
vitae then whetted , Sway Into
the weeds

Rich All-Jersey

Laboratory analysis by both independent
and government labs have proven over and
over again the nutritional superiority of
Jersey milk. Recent tests in this area show
All-Jersey Milk to contain up to 19% more
protein than other milks. All-Jersey Milk
is also rich in calcium and nhosphorus and
other elements vital to good health.

Fresh-Flavorful-Nutrition Rich
I.

ALL-JERSEY MILK

Rine of the vacatim spots .n
Kentucky oared by airports are
Kerathe. Kentucky Darn Village.
General Butler. Lake Cumberland
and Rough Raver State Parts arid
Cumberland Cap Nattonal Park

Illemsy Mete has not won a footgain. this Mar The
ba4.
Di curie litit not fatal_ Th.,
wet's. thing about It is that it
could not happen to • racer fellow than Gm She:tor. He Is •
The Kentucky Department of
gentleman and a scholar and a
Pere:noel ham maimination rt•nt
fine fellow to boot.
for he applkants in Ashland )
res. Boating Green. Oarmbeflo
Latakia me the shrubs at noon
Covington. Connbarland. Darr.
and ass .94:4aithriA. War-•ilheateettitown, PrankrnirL, 11eo
1 bier.
sort. Hopkineville, Jackman, Leung.' ton. Louishlio. linditlerenro. MoreFest am we ever saw They us- head. Murray. Owe/abort,. Pad ismay it farther north, but winter ids. Pikeville and flomereet

For a real taste treat, enjoy full-bodied flavorful All-Jersey Milk. The milk naturally
endowed with up to 12% more milk solids
which gives that rich full-flavor. People
who know milk usually prefer All-Jersey
Milk.

"At Your Store or At Your Door"

RYAN MILK COMPANY
Murray, Kentucky
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